
COMMANDPERF® STAGE PERFORATING COMMANDREACH RISK MITIGATION
Elevate Your Perforating Operations
• Best-in-class technologies for optimized 

performance.
• Plug-and-play Safe Fire Perforating Systems: 

versatile and disposable with a range of charges and 
sizes.

• Remote Wellhead Quick Connect: Enhanced safety 
with designs removing personnel from high-pressure 
zones.

• Addressable Ballistic & Mechanical Release Tools: 
Protecting wireline, reducing risk.

• Downhole Cable Head Tension: Improving pump 
down efficiency and speed.

• Greaseless or Conventional line operations: Faster 
running speeds, eco-friendly operations, and 
extended horizontal reach.

Minimize Operational Risks
• Real-time Monitoring & Modeling: Stay informed, 

reduce risks, and improve efficiency.
• Extended Reach: Benefit from long laterals with our 

state-of-the-art lines.
• Combined Pump Down Services: Synergized teams 

for improved communication and operations.
• Perforating Gun Systems: Safe, plug-and-play, and 

fully disposable solutions delivered to the wellsite.
• Multiple Charge and Phasing Options: Catered to your 

specific needs.
• Remote Wellhead Quick Connect: All-weather 

systems equipped with night cap and ball drop 
capability.

• Greaseless Wireline: Speed, eco-friendliness, and no 
maintenance concerns.

• Integrated Ranger Pumping Services: Reduced risk, 
optimized crews, and synergized systems.
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STAGE PERFORATING SERVICES
In the complex world of oil and gas, having superior 
equipment alone isn’t enough. Success demands 
foresight to anticipate and tackle industry risks 
head-on. Enter Ranger’s CommandPerf® and 
CommandReach systems: cutting-edge solutions that 
redefine operational efficiency and safety standards. 

With CommandPerf®, tasks are streamlined for peak 
performance, while CommandReach offers proactive 
risk mitigation. Together, they embody Ranger’s 
commitment to innovation, safeguarding both 
processes and personnel. With Ranger, you’re not just 
adopting technology; you’re embracing a safer, more 
efficient future.

Rely on Ranger for an enhanced, efficient, and forward-
thinking approach to your oil and gas operations.



QUALITY
At Ranger we are focused on providing the highest 
quality of service while protecting our employees 
and the environment in which they work. Ranger 
crews are dedicated and passionate about our 
business, with a track record of excellence and 
verified levels of competency. 

EFFICIENCY
Ranger has streamlined our standard operating 
procedures to eliminate non-productive time for 
our customers. Our highly efficient and effective 
approach will contribute to optimizing your well 
results.

SAFETY
Safety is our top priority. Our entire organization 
is committed to ensuring that a proactive safety 
culture exists throughout the company.

WHY CHOOSE RANGER WIRELINE?
• Experienced & highly qualified team

• State-of-the-art equipment

• High performance culture

• Robust, behavior based QHSE management program

• Continuous improvement program

• Innovative technology development

• Technical solutions for today’s complex wells


